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About Us
DreamZ CareeR is a Career Consultancy firm
established in August 2009 with an objective
of encompassing integral and necessary skills
that most of organizations find a need in
everyday business. From elementary
communication skills to strategic
management, we offer the training programs
to address every business training
requirement.
DreamZ CareeR is a professionally managed
organization provides Corporate Training,
Career Planning, Personal grooming and
Business etiquettes services for graduates,
professionals, business men & corporate
employees.
The institution is well organized and is one of
the upcoming Training & Career management
consultancy organization led by experts
graduated from various premier institutions
possessing rich and flair experience in
different industry domains and verticals,
transforming careers with personal and
professional development.

Vision
To be perceived as the most reliable source of career assistance that provides training,
knowledge and consulting services all over the field of career development of individuals
and corporate.

Mission
To be the most passionate referred consultants in career planning that aims to promote
value of thinking, self–worth and quality performance among individuals, while striving to
provide the customers with optimum services they deserve.

Our Services
 Career Counseling: DZC is engaged into counseling for students and professionals, and help them to
identify their potentials to choose their area of choice to make a successful career. Career counselors advise
graduates and professionals about various opportunities and development programs across the globe and
nationally for their career transition
 Training: DZC offers unique customize training programs in English Speaking, Soft Skills, Personality
Development, Sales, Leadership and various other specific programs to individual, team and organizations
for their all round development. Few of our trainings programs include:
Personality Development & Soft Skill Trainings
Spoken English & Communication Skills
Motivation Workshop
Sales Training Program
Leadership Workshop
Customer Relationship Trainings
Presentation Skills
 Content Writing: At DZC we offer comprehensive Content writing services. Our content writers are
equally versatile in various industry verticals such as IT, Real Estate, travel, Hospitality, Business etc. We
analyze and evaluate every requirement and provide the unique content that will not only entertain and
inform, but also provide knowledge base.
 Resume Development: Dedicated resume development with a consultative approach by our resume
developers, guide and assist individuals towards formulating a professional Resume of Industry standard.
We offer a unique mentoring service, following resume completion; we circulate the resume to employment
agencies all over the nation that helps you gain employment at a fast rate.

The DZC Edge
Customized Training Program: DZC’s customized training program is designed to meet the needs of
trainees to get them accustomed with business and corporate working environment. We provide the unique
opportunities for participants who already possess some job related skills and the knowledge to grow by
enriching their potential.
No Conventional mode of training: DZC does not follow any conventional mode of training, as it is limited
to the number of participants and, is offered in class room mode with rigid training methodologies. DZC
evolves its training methods with each of its topic for every participant to make them familiar with the
contents and its understanding.
Use of technology and modern techniques: DZC uses latest audio-visual methodology for its training.
These techniques include small movies, audio files, descriptive diagrams, role based activities, discussions
and narrative topics. We emphasize on to give the idea and opportunity to each participant to express
themselves in their unique manner.
Experienced Trainer: DZC is proud to be a pool of faculties who have experience from 5 years to 30 years
in varied specialization. DZC emphasize on certification, qualification and regular training of the instructors
to make an association of most skilled training professionals in our line of business.
Regular Evaluation: Throughout the training program, DZC conduct several evaluation test of the
participant to assess their learning from the training program. These tests are conducted in reference to
their understanding, learning and skills that are expected from the program.
Result Oriented: DZC stress on the performance and the final output of the training. In case, the
participant(s) has/have not performed as expected, extra session can be arranged for them. The final
outcome of 100% satisfaction level is coveted.

Our Leadership
Our team is the company’s most valuable asset. We always attract specialists with a profound technical
background, responsible attitude and creative approach, which all contribute to a long-standing success
of our company. Today, our team is comprised of skilled and motivated professionals committed to
perfection in all aspects of their work.
Vikas Mehta (Managing Director)

Vikas is a Second generation entrepreneur and successfully running business of Plastic & Polymer
Manufacturing. He has over 10 years of Industry exposure in Plastic manufacturing Industry.

Shashank Malpani (Director, Sales and Marketing)
Shashank has done his MBA from IBS Hyderabad & has over 5 years of Industry exposure with the companies like
Mahindra Satyam, ICFAI, Monster.

Prashant Pathak (Director, Strategic Planning & Management)
Prashant has done his MBA from IIIT Pune and have worked with Hansa Research
Group &, Mahindra Satyam

Avinash Chourasia (Director, Finance)
Avinash has done his MBA from IIIT Pune and worked with Deloitte consulting.

Anup Kumar (Director, Corporate Relations)
Anup has done his MBA from IIIT Pune and has over 5 years of experience with companies like
Outlook Group, India Mart, Eastern Software Systems.

Values and Beliefs
We are open to the development community by making our services affordable to individuals
and companies alike.
Open to new ideas by letting any outside competencies contribute to the development of our
services, released or not yet.
Open to everyone by providing free support to make our customers feel comfortable with our
services.
Open to innovation by adopting new technologies, methodologies and tools to make our services
better.

Contact Us
If you are interested in our services and/or want to know more about DreamZ CareeR, please reach us at:

DreamZ CareeR
1-8-215/38, P.G.Road,
Above State Bank of Hyderabad,
Sindhi Colony,
Secunderabad 500003
Phone: 040-66331923/24
Mb: 9948033571/9885870980
Email: info@dzcareers.com
Web: www.dzcareers.com
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